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If you have landed here then a quick start is to open your chrome 
browser and type in editor.p5js.org and you are ready to go.


Step 1

First thing is to open your Chrome browser. Others work but Chrome 
works best


Step 2

Type in editor.p5js.org into your web browser and you should get a 
default page like the one below


Step 3

Delete all the code that is already there by default. Work through section 
1 which is the foundation for what you are going to do when making the 
flappy bird game. Don’t worry we will put it all back as I explain step by 
step


Step 4

Copy the code in the boxes in this book. Press the play button to see it 
come up on the canvas. If you get an error message in the console (at the 
bottom under the code) check that you have not made a mistake


Step 5

Try the challenges or just play to get a feel for it, see what happens when 
you change something, learn by doing


Step 6

Delete all the code you have typed in and do the next one


Step 7

When you move onto section 2 making the flappy bird game then it is a 
good idea to login with your gmail account. This means that you can save 
as you go along. You don’t need to keep deleting and retry ping everything. 
All the additional lines of code are highlighted for you 


Quick Start
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When you first open up the web page in the browser you get a default 
page like this
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Everything is quite intuitive and really the best way to learn is to play 
with them. The ‘run’ and ‘stop’ buttons are the ones you will use the most. 
In settings you can change the theme, the size of the font etc. If you are 
not sure then leave everything to the default settings. 





Looking at the buttons
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Matter.js 
Unit #1 matter.js basics


Introduction


So far we have used p5.js code using functions and classes, working out 
collisions using our own home made algorithms as our physics engine of 
sorts. Yet there are physics engines already there which can do so much of 
the heavy lifting for us. In the gaming world you have Godot, Unity and 
Unreal for starters. 


There is another which I am going to introduce to you, matter.js. Whereas 
the ones I mentioned previously are all 2D and 3D engines this is only 2D, 
but that doesn’t make it any less interesting or useful. 
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Include the line of code into the index.html file to access and run 
matter.js, the code in the speech marks is as follows:


https://cdn.jsdelivr.net/npm/matter-js@0.18.0/build/matter.min.js


Games 8.1.1 matter.js setup (part 1)

index.html

<!DOCTYPE html>

<html lang="en">

  <head>

    <script src="https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/p5.js/
1.4.1/p5.js"></script>

    <script src="https://cdnjs.cloudflare.com/ajax/libs/p5.js/
1.4.1/addons/p5.sound.min.js"></script>

    <script src="https://cdn.jsdelivr.net/npm/matter-js@0.18.0/
build/matter.min.js"></script>

    <link rel="stylesheet" type="text/css" href="style.css">

    <meta charset="utf-8" />

  </head>

  <body>

    <main>

    </main>

    <script src="sketch.js"></script>

  </body>

</html>
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The sketch has to include what are called module aliases


matter.js setup (part 2)

sketch.js

let Engine = Matter.Engine

let World = Matter.World

let Bodies = Matter.Bodies

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

}

function draw() 

{

  background(220)

}
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The engine that powers matter.js, the game engine


Games 8.1.2 create the engine

sketch.js

let Engine = Matter.Engine

let World = Matter.World

let Bodies = Matter.Bodies

let engine

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  engine = Engine.create()

}

function draw() 

{

  background(220)

}
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Make a square box body in matter.js. There is nothing to be seen yet 
because we are just putting a body into the virtual world of the physics 
engine. 


Notes

Matter.js uses rectangle() not rect() or square() as in p5.js


Games 8.1.3 making a box

sketch.js

let Engine = Matter.Engine

let World = Matter.World

let Bodies = Matter.Bodies

let engine

let box1

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  engine = Engine.create()

  box1 = Bodies.rectangle(200, 100, 50, 50)

}

function draw() 

{

  background(220)

}
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The engine needs a world to work in


Games 8.1.4 add the world

sketch.js

let Engine = Matter.Engine

let World = Matter.World

let Bodies = Matter.Bodies

let engine

let box1

let world

function setup() 

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  engine = Engine.create()

  world = engine.world

  box1 = Bodies.rectangle(200, 100, 50, 50)

}

function draw() 

{

  background(220)

}
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Now, start your engines!


Games 8.1.5 running the engine

sketch.js

let Engine = Matter.Engine

let World = Matter.World

let Bodies = Matter.Bodies

let Runner = Matter.Runner

let engine

let box1

let world

function setup()

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  engine = Engine.create()

  world = engine.world

  box1 = Bodies.rectangle(200, 100, 50, 50)

  Runner.run(engine)

}

function draw()

{

  background(220)

}
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The box1 is added to the world rather than just drawing in the canvas


Games 8.1.6 Adding the box to world

sketch.js

let Engine = Matter.Engine

let World = Matter.World

let Bodies = Matter.Bodies

let Runner = Matter.Runner

let engine

let box1

let world

function setup()

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  engine = Engine.create()

  world = engine.world

  box1 = Bodies.rectangle(200, 100, 50, 50)

  Runner.run(engine)

  World.add(world, box1)

}

function draw()

{

  background(220)

}
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We don’t see anything because we haven’t given it a physical body in p5.js.


Games 8.1.7 drawing the box

sketch.js

let Engine = Matter.Engine

let World = Matter.World

let Bodies = Matter.Bodies

let Runner = Matter.Runner

let engine

let box1

let world

function setup()

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  engine = Engine.create()

  world = engine.world

  box1 = Bodies.rectangle(200, 100, 50, 50)

  Runner.run(engine)

  World.add(world, box1)

}

function draw()

{

  background(220)

  rect(box1.position.x, box1.position.y, 50, 50)

}
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Notes

Notice that it falls through the ground that is because it has gravity 
acting on it and there is no ground created to land on. Also in matter.js we 
call it a rectangle() not rect() as in p5.js. the only thing that matters is 
that the dimensions are the same. So rather than calling it square we will 
mirror matter.js with a width and height. 
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The box falls through the ground



Firstly create a new file, called box.js in the index.html adding the script. 


Games 8.1.8 create a box class (part 1)
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As seen here



The box class, is created and we add the body (box) to the world in the 
constructor. In show()  we create a vector called pos (to make it easier to 
type in) and an angle which is the angle of the box body. Using push() and 
pop() we translate the box to that position on the canvas


create a box class (part 2)

box.js

class Box

{

  constructor(x, y, w, h)

  {

    this.body = Bodies.rectangle(x, y, w, h)

    this.w = w

    this.h = h

    World.add(world, this.body)

  }

  

  show()

  {

    let pos = this.body.position

    let angle = this.body.angle

    push()

    translate(pos.x, pos.y)

    rect(0, 0, this.w, this.h)

    pop()

  }

}
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Making the necessary changes to sketch.js. remove World.add(world, box1). 
These changes are necessary in sketch because the box class it carrying 
them. 


create a box class (part 3)

sketch.js

let Engine = Matter.Engine

let World = Matter.World

let Bodies = Matter.Bodies

let Runner = Matter.Runner

let engine

let box1

let world

function setup()

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  engine = Engine.create()

  world = engine.world

  box1 = new Box(200, 100, 50, 50)

  Runner.run(engine)

  // World.add(world, box1)

}

function draw()

{

  background(220)

  box1.show()

}
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Making an array of boxes that are created when the mouse is clicked on 
the canvas at mouseX and mouseY. Every time the mouse is clicked it adds 
another box to the array and then draws it on the canvas.


We will also remove all references to box1. 


Games 8.1.9 an array of boxes

sketch.js

let Engine = Matter.Engine

let World = Matter.World

let Bodies = Matter.Bodies

let Runner = Matter.Runner

let engine

// let box1

let world

let boxes = []

function setup()

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  engine = Engine.create()

  world = engine.world

  // box1 = new Box(200, 100, 50, 50)

  Runner.run(engine)

}

function mousePressed()

{

  boxes.push(new Box(mouseX, mouseY, 20, 20))

}

function draw()
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Notes

Now when you click you create a smaller box on every click but they still 
disappear into the ground.  

{

  background(220)

  for (let i = 0; i < boxes.length; i++)

  {

    boxes[i].show()

  }

}
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Let us make the ground and give it the option of being static. The co-
ordinates for the ground box are given to the centre of the rectangle


Games 8.1.10 creating the ground

sketch.js

let Engine = Matter.Engine

let World = Matter.World

let Bodies = Matter.Bodies

let Runner = Matter.Runner

let engine

let world

let boxes = []

let ground

function setup()

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  engine = Engine.create()

  world = engine.world

  Runner.run(engine)

  let options = {isStatic: true}

  ground = Bodies.rectangle(200, height, width, 10, options)

  World.add(world, ground)

}

function mousePressed()

{

  boxes.push(new Box(mouseX, mouseY, 20, 20))

}

function draw()

{
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  background(220)

  for (let i = 0; i < boxes.length; i++)

  {

    boxes[i].show()

  }

}
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The boxes now sit on the ground



Adding mouseDragged instead

 

Games 8.1.11 dragging the mouse

sketch.js

let Engine = Matter.Engine

let World = Matter.World

let Bodies = Matter.Bodies

let Runner = Matter.Runner

let engine

let world

let boxes = []

let ground

function setup()

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  engine = Engine.create()

  world = engine.world

  Runner.run(engine)

  let options = {isStatic: true}

  ground = Bodies.rectangle(200, height, width, 10, options)

  World.add(world, ground)

}

function mouseDragged()

{

  boxes.push(new Box(mouseX, mouseY, 20, 20))

}

function draw()

{
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Notes

You have the same effect except that you can almost spray the boxes onto 
the canvas.  

  background(220)

  for (let i = 0; i < boxes.length; i++)

  {

    boxes[i].show()

  }

}
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Adding a rotate to the boxes in box.js makes it more natural on collision. 
The rectMode(CENTER) has the effect of making the boxes float just off 
the ground but this is because now the centre of the box is where it 
should be and the thickness of the ground is 10 pixels. 


Games 8.1.12 rotation

box.js

class Box

{

  constructor(x, y, w, h)

  {

    this.body = Bodies.rectangle(x, y, w, h)

    this.w = w

    this.h = h

    World.add(world, this.body)

  }

  

  show()

  {

    let pos = this.body.position

    let angle = this.body.angle

    push()

    translate(pos.x, pos.y)

    rotate(angle)

    rectMode(CENTER)

    rect(0, 0, this.w, this.h)

    pop()

  }

}
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Notes

Notice that they now behave better, they will roll over each other and not 
say fixed in rotation. Also they slide more because there is little or no 
friction yet.  
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Friction is added this.body.friction = 0 with a value between 0 to 1 where 
0 is no friction and 1 is max friction


Challenge:

Change the value from 0 to 1 and other values in between.  

Games 8.1.13 friction

box.js

class Box

{

  constructor(x, y, w, h)

  {

    this.body = Bodies.rectangle(x, y, w, h)

    this.w = w

    this.h = h

    this.body.friction = 0

    World.add(world, this.body)

  }

  

  show()

  {

    let pos = this.body.position

    let angle = this.body.angle

    push()

    translate(pos.x, pos.y)

    rotate(angle)

    rectMode(CENTER)

    rect(0, 0, this.w, this.h)

    pop()

  }

}
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A more elegant way is...


Games 8.1.14 a better way

box.js

class Box

{

  constructor(x, y, w, h)

  {

    let options = {friction: 0}

    this.body = Bodies.rectangle(x, y, w, h, options)

    this.w = w

    this.h = h

    // this.body.friction = 0

    World.add(world, this.body)

  }

  

  show()

  {

    let pos = this.body.position

    let angle = this.body.angle

    push()

    translate(pos.x, pos.y)

    rotate(angle)

    rectMode(CENTER)

    rect(0, 0, this.w, this.h)

    pop()

  }

}
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Restitution (how bouncy) can be incorporated, a value of 1 makes them 
quite hard whereas 0 is a bit more squishy. Remove: this.body.friction = 0


Games 8.1.15 restitution

box.js

class Box

{

  constructor(x, y, w, h)

  {

    let options = {friction: 1, restitution: 1}

    this.body = Bodies.rectangle(x, y, w, h, options)

    this.w = w

    this.h = h

    World.add(world, this.body)

  }

  

  show()

  {

    let pos = this.body.position

    let angle = this.body.angle

    push()

    translate(pos.x, pos.y)

    rotate(angle)

    rectMode(CENTER)

    rect(0, 0, this.w, this.h)

    pop()

  }

}
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Going to tidy this up making ground visible


Games 8.1.16 tidy up the ground (part 1)

sketch.js

let Engine = Matter.Engine

let World = Matter.World

let Bodies = Matter.Bodies

let Runner = Matter.Runner

let engine

let world

let boxes = []

let ground

function setup()

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  engine = Engine.create()

  world = engine.world

  Runner.run(engine)

  let options = {isStatic: true}

  ground = Bodies.rectangle(200, height - 20, width, 40, 
options)

  World.add(world, ground)

}

function mouseDragged()

{

  boxes.push(new Box(mouseX, mouseY, 20, 20))

}

function draw()

{
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Notes

We also have green boxes! 

  background(220)

  for (let i = 0; i < boxes.length; i++)

  {

    boxes[i].show()

  }

  rectMode(CENTER)

  fill(0, 100, 100)

  rect(ground.position.x, ground.position.y, width, 40)

}
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and finally box.js change the colour of the boxes


tidy up the ground (part 2)

box.js

class Box

{

  constructor(x, y, w, h)

  {

    let options = {friction: 0.3, restitution: 0.6}

    this.body = Bodies.rectangle(x, y, w, h, options)

    this.w = w

    this.h = h

    World.add(world, this.body)

  }

  

  show()

  {

    let pos = this.body.position

    let angle = this.body.angle

    push()

    translate(pos.x, pos.y)

    rotate(angle)

    rectMode(CENTER)

    fill(200, 0, 0)

    rect(0, 0, this.w, this.h)

    pop()

  }
}
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That’s a bit better



Add a ground.js file to index.html


Games 8.1.17 creating ground class (part 1)
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ground.js



Keep the previous sketch.js and box.js. Copy the box sketch and paste into 
the ground.js file and make the changes, Add the isStatic: true option here


creating ground class (part 2)

ground.js

class Ground

{

  constructor(x, y, w, h)

  {

    let options = {friction: 0.3, restitution: 0.6, isStatic: 
true}

    this.body = Bodies.rectangle(x, y, w, h, options)

    this.w = w

    this.h = h

    World.add(world, this.body)

  }

  

  show()

  {

    let pos = this.body.position

    let angle = this.body.angle

    push()

    translate(pos.x, pos.y)

    rotate(angle)

    rectMode(CENTER)

    fill(0, 100, 100)

    rect(0, 0, this.w, this.h)

    pop()

  }

}
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There are some changes to the sketch.js below, notice removed the options 
from here…

Remove:


let options = {isStatic: true} 
ground = Bodies.rectangle(200, height - 20, width, 40, options) 
World.add(world, ground) 
fill(0, 100, 100) 
rect(ground.position.x, ground.position.y, width, 40) 

creating ground class (part 3)

sketch.js

let Engine = Matter.Engine

let World = Matter.World

let Bodies = Matter.Bodies

let Runner = Matter.Runner

let engine

let world

let boxes = []

let ground

function setup()

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  engine = Engine.create()

  world = engine.world

  Runner.run(engine)

  // let options = {isStatic: true}

  // ground = Bodies.rectangle(200, height - 20, width, 40, 
options)

  ground = new Ground(200, height - 20, width, 40)

  // World.add(world, ground)

}
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function mouseDragged()

{

  boxes.push(new Box(mouseX, mouseY, 20, 20))

}

function draw()

{

  background(220)

  for (let i = 0; i < boxes.length; i++)

  {

    boxes[i].show()

  }

  //rectMode(CENTER)

  // fill(0, 100, 100)

  ground.show()

  // rect(ground.position.x, ground.position.y, width, 40)

  ground.show()

}
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Let’s have it generate mixed sized boxes, just because we can


Games 8.1.18 refactoring (part 1)

sketch.js

let Engine = Matter.Engine

let World = Matter.World

let Bodies = Matter.Bodies

let Runner = Matter.Runner

let engine

let world

let boxes = []

let ground

function setup()

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  engine = Engine.create()

  world = engine.world

  Runner.run(engine)

  ground = new Ground(200, height - 20, width, 40)

}

function mouseDragged()

{

  boxes.push(new Box(mouseX, mouseY, random(20), random(20)))

}

function draw()

{

  background(220)

  for (let i = 0; i < boxes.length; i++)
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  {

    boxes[i].show()

  }

  ground.show()

}
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Random boxes



Adding an angle to the ground in the options, in this case angle it by PI/4 
π/4 which is 45˚ in degrees. You can start to see that the options gives a 
lot of control. 


refactoring (part 2)

ground.js

function Ground(x, y, w, h)

{

  let options = {friction: 0.3, restitution: 0.6, isStatic: 
true, angle: PI / 4}

  this.body = Bodies.rectangle(x, y, w, h, options)

  this.w = w

  this.h = h

  World.add(world, this.body)

  

  this.show = function()

  {

    let pos = this.body.position

    let angle = this.body.angle

    push()

    translate(pos.x, pos.y)

    rotate(angle)

    rectMode(CENTER)

    fill(220)

    rect(0, 0, this.w, this.h)

    pop()

  }

}
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Notes

We still need to adjust the ground and add a second one. 
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An inclined plane



Creating an array of slopes and using the ground.js class to them. We add 
another argument for the angle of slope. For one of them it is 0.3 and the 
other is -0.3. angels are in radians not degrees. 

Replace:

ground = new Ground(200, height - 20, width, 40) 

Games 8.1.19 making more of these (part 1)

sketch.js

let Engine = Matter.Engine

let World = Matter.World

let Bodies = Matter.Bodies

let Runner = Matter.Runner

let engine

let world

let boxes = []

let slopes = []

let ground

function setup()

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  engine = Engine.create()

  world = engine.world

  Runner.run(engine)

  slopes.push(new Ground(120, height - 60, width/2, 40, 0.3))

  slopes.push(new Ground(280, height - 200, width/2, 40, -0.3))             

}

function mousePressed()

{

  boxes.push(new Box(mouseX, mouseY, random(20), random(20)))

}
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function draw()

{

  background(220)

  for (let i = 0; i < boxes.length; i++)

  {

    boxes[i].show()

  }

  for (let i = 0; i < slopes.length; i++)

  {

    slopes[i].show()

  }

  // ground.show()

}
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And for the ground.js sketch. Notice that they slide ever so slowly 
because of the friction value


making more of these (part 2)

ground.js

class Ground

{

  constructor(x, y, w, h, a)

  {

    let options = {friction: 0.3, restitution: 0.6, isStatic: 
true, angle: a}

    this.body = Bodies.rectangle(x, y, w, h, options)

    this.w = w

    this.h = h

    World.add(world, this.body)

  }

  

  show()

  {

    let pos = this.body.position

    let angle = this.body.angle

    push()

    translate(pos.x, pos.y)

    rotate(angle)

    rectMode(CENTER)

    fill(0, 100, 100)

    rect(0, 0, this.w, this.h)

    pop()

  }

}
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Challenges

1. Change the angles

2. Add more boundaries

3. Make the boxes smaller

4. Change the other options like friction on box the boundary and the 

box 

5. And do likewise with the restitution

6. What happens when you make isStatic false?
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Boxes to Circles 
Unit #2 chaining them together


Introduction


Instead of retyping everything we will simply refactor so that boxes 
become circles. This is so that later on we can chain them together when 
we look at constraints. You can use other shapes as well e.g. fromVertices 
as an irregular shape, regular polygon (argument for number of sides), and 
trapezoid. 


We will start with changing the name from box.js to circle.js
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From... 

To...



Don’t forget to change it in the index.html!
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Change box.js to circle.js



Change everyth ing from rectangles to c irc le s an d remove 
rectMode(CENTER)


Games 8.2.1 boxes to circles (part 1)

circle.js

class Circle

{

  constructor(x, y, r)

  {

    let options = {friction: 0.3, restitution: 0.6}

    this.body = Bodies.circle(x, y, r, options)

    this.r = r

    World.add(world, this.body)

  }

  

  show()

  {

    let pos = this.body.position

    let angle = this.body.angle

    push()

    translate(pos.x, pos.y)

    rotate(angle)

    // rectMode(CENTER)

    fill(200, 0, 0)

    circle(0, 0, this.r * 2)

    pop()

  }

}
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Changing it to circles rather than rectangles but you will notice that they 
sort of float in mid air if you don’t multiply the radius by 2 to give it the 
diameter


boxes to circles (part 2)

sketch.js

let Engine = Matter.Engine

let World = Matter.World

let Bodies = Matter.Bodies

let Runner = Matter.Runner

let engine

let world

let circles = []

let slopes = []

let ground

function setup()

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  engine = Engine.create()

  world = engine.world

  Runner.run(engine)

  slopes.push(new Ground(120, height - 60, width/2, 40, 0.3))

  slopes.push(new Ground(280, height - 200, width/2, 40, -0.3))             

}

function mousePressed()

{

  circles.push(new Circle(mouseX, mouseY, random(10, 30)))

}

function draw()
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{

  background(220)

  for (let i = 0; i < circles.length; i++)

  {

    circles[i].show()

  }

  for (let i = 0; i < slopes.length; i++)

  {

    slopes[i].show()

  }

}
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We should have a stream of 
circles of random sizes



Constraints 
Unit #3 constraints

Introduction


Using much of the code we have just created we are going to look at 
constraints. This is where you might join two objects that have a fixed or 
elastic constraint. Like two spheres connected by a string or a piece of 
elastic. 


We can remove all reference to the slopes and ground. (If you are unsure 
about making all theses changes then I suggest duplicating what you have 
already so that you have something to fall back on. 


We also remove the mousePressed() function.  
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All reference to the ground and the slopes has been removed. You can also 
remove the file ground.js and reference in the index.html. we won’t be 
using any of that. 


Games 8.3.1 two circles (part 1)

sketch.js

let Engine = Matter.Engine

let World = Matter.World

let Bodies = Matter.Bodies

let Runner = Matter.Runner

let engine

let world

let circles = []

let circle1

let circle2

function setup()

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  engine = Engine.create()

  world = engine.world

  Runner.run(engine)

  circle1 = new Circle(200, 100, 10)

  circle2 = new Circle(250, 150, 10)

  circles.push(circle1)

  circles.push(circle2)

}

function draw()

{

  background(220)

  for (let i = 0; i < circles.length; i++)
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  {

    circles[i].show()

  }

}
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The circle.js is as before


Notes

All we now have is two circles falling offset from each other through the 
bottom of the canvas. 


two particles (part 2)

circle.js

class Circle

{

  constructor(x, y, r)

  {

    let options = {friction: 0.3, restitution: 0.6}

    this.body = Bodies.circle(x, y, r, options)

    this.r = r

    World.add(world, this.body)

  }

  

  show()

  {

    let pos = this.body.position

    let angle = this.body.angle

    push()

    translate(pos.x, pos.y)

    rotate(angle)

    fill(200, 0, 0)

    circle(0, 0, this.r * 2)

    pop()

  }

}
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Now to make a constraint and give it options, also offset the two particles


Games 8.3.2 constraint

sketch.js

let Engine = Matter.Engine

let World = Matter.World

let Bodies = Matter.Bodies

let Runner = Matter.Runner

let Constraint = Matter.Constraint

let engine

let world

let circles = []

let circle1

let circle2

let constraint

function setup()

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  engine = Engine.create()

  world = engine.world

  Runner.run(engine)

  circle1 = new Circle(200, 100, 10)

  circle2 = new Circle(250, 150, 10)

  circles.push(circle1)

  circles.push(circle2)

  let options = {

    bodyA: circle1.body,

    bodyB: circle2.body,

    length: 50,

    stiffness: 0.4
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  }

  constraint = Constraint.create(options)

  World.add(world, constraint)

}

function draw()

{

  background(220)

  for (let i = 0; i < circles.length; i++)

  {

    circles[i].show()

  }

}
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Drawing a line between the two particles, be warned it is a ridiculously 
long line of code! 


Games 8.3.3 drawing a line

sketch.js

let Engine = Matter.Engine

let World = Matter.World

let Bodies = Matter.Bodies

let Runner = Matter.Runner

let Constraint = Matter.Constraint

let engine

let world

let circles = []

let circle1

let circle2

let constraint

function setup()

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  engine = Engine.create()

  world = engine.world

  Runner.run(engine)

  circle1 = new Circle(200, 100, 10)

  circle2 = new Circle(250, 150, 10)

  circles.push(circle1)

  circles.push(circle2)

  let options = {

    bodyA: circle1.body,

    bodyB: circle2.body,

    length: 50,

    stiffness: 0.4
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Notes

What you should see is a line drawn between the two circles as they fall.  

  }

  constraint = Constraint.create(options)

  World.add(world, constraint)

}

function draw()

{

  background(220)

  for (let i = 0; i < circles.length; i++)

  {

    circles[i].show()

  }

  line(circles[0].body.position.x, circles[0].body.position.y, 
circles[1].body.position.x, circles[1].body.position.y)

}
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Line between falling circles



Let’s make a chain of them, commenting out the line for now and removing 
reference to circle1 and circle2, have two new variables called prevCircle 
and otherCircle. You should see a row of circles fall to the ground 
stretched in a row starting at 100 from the top 


Games 8.3.4 making a chain

sketch.js

let Engine = Matter.Engine

let World = Matter.World

let Bodies = Matter.Bodies

let Runner = Matter.Runner

let Constraint = Matter.Constraint

let engine

let world

let circles = []

let constraint

let otherCircle

let prevCircle

function setup()

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  engine = Engine.create()

  world = engine.world

  Runner.run(engine)

  prevCircle = null

  for (let x = 40; x < 360; x += 40)

  {

    otherCircle = new Circle(x, 100, 10)

    circles.push(otherCircle)

    if (prevCircle)

    {
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      let options = {

        bodyA: otherCircle.body,

        bodyB: prevCircle.body,

        length: 40,

        stiffness: 0.4

      }

      constraint = Constraint.create(options)

      World.add(world, constraint)

    }

    prevCircle = otherCircle

  }

}

function draw()

{

  background(220)

  for (let i = 0; i < circles.length; i++)

  {

    circles[i].show()

  }

  // line(circles[0].body.position.x, 
circles[0].body.position.y, circles[1].body.position.x, 
circles[1].body.position.y)

}
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A row falling



Now to fix one of the circles in circle.js by adding another argument to 
the Circle constructor and including that in the options, then move back to 
the sketch.js 


Games 8.3.5 fixing one end (part 1)

circle.js

class Circle

{

  constructor(x, y, r, fixed)

  {

    let options = {

      friction: 0.3, 

      restitution: 0.6, 

      isStatic: fixed

    }

    this.body = Bodies.circle(x, y, r, options)

    this.r = r

    World.add(world, this.body)

  }

  

  show()

  {

    let pos = this.body.position

    let angle = this.body.angle

    push()

    translate(pos.x, pos.y)

    rotate(angle)

    fill(200, 0, 0)

    circle(0, 0, this.r * 2)

    pop()

  }
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}
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Making the fixed particle changes to the sketch.js 


fixing one end (part 2)

sketch.js

let Engine = Matter.Engine

let World = Matter.World

let Bodies = Matter.Bodies

let Runner = Matter.Runner

let Constraint = Matter.Constraint

let engine

let world

let circles = []

let constraint

let otherCircle

let prevCircle

function setup()

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  engine = Engine.create()

  world = engine.world

  Runner.run(engine)

  prevCircle = null

  for (let x = 40; x < 360; x += 40)

  {

    let fixed = false

    if(!prevCircle)

    {

      fixed = true

    }

    otherCircle = new Circle(x, 100, 10, fixed)
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Notes

All the circles can move except the prevCircle which set to true (fixed) if 
already false (!prevCircle). The default is false.  

    circles.push(otherCircle)

    if (prevCircle)

    {

      let options = {

        bodyA: otherCircle.body,

        bodyB: prevCircle.body,

        length: 40,

        stiffness: 0.4

      }

      constraint = Constraint.create(options)

      World.add(world, constraint)

    }

    prevCircle = otherCircle

  }

}

function draw()

{

  background(220)

  for (let i = 0; i < circles.length; i++)

  {

    circles[i].show()

  }

  // line(circles[0].body.position.x, 
circles[0].body.position.y, circles[1].body.position.x, 
circles[1].body.position.y)

}
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They now hang by one



We will move the circles over so that they are in the centre of the canvas 
and also make the length between them shorter (30) 


Games 8.3.6 rest length

sketch.js

let Engine = Matter.Engine

let World = Matter.World

let Bodies = Matter.Bodies

let Runner = Matter.Runner

let Constraint = Matter.Constraint

let engine

let world

let circles = []

let constraint

let otherCircle

let prevCircle

function setup()

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  engine = Engine.create()

  world = engine.world

  Runner.run(engine)

  prevCircle = null

  for (let x = 200; x < 560; x += 40)

  {

    let fixed = false

    if(!prevCircle)

    {

      fixed = true

    }

    otherCircle = new Circle(x, 100, 10, fixed)
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    circles.push(otherCircle)

    if (prevCircle)

    {

      let options = {

        bodyA: otherCircle.body,

        bodyB: prevCircle.body,

        length: 30,

        stiffness: 0.4

      }

      constraint = Constraint.create(options)

      World.add(world, constraint)

    }

    prevCircle = otherCircle

  }

}

function draw()

{

  background(220)

  for (let i = 0; i < circles.length; i++)

  {

    circles[i].show()

  }

  // line(circles[0].body.position.x, 
circles[0].body.position.y, circles[1].body.position.x, 
circles[1].body.position.y)

}
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All connected and nicely spaced



We will move the circles over so that they are in the centre of the canvas 
and also make the length between them shorter (30) 


Games 8.3.7 adding the lines

sketch.js

let Engine = Matter.Engine

let World = Matter.World

let Bodies = Matter.Bodies

let Runner = Matter.Runner

let Constraint = Matter.Constraint

let engine

let world

let circles = []

let constraint

let otherCircle

let prevCircle

function setup()

{

  createCanvas(400, 400)

  engine = Engine.create()

  world = engine.world

  Runner.run(engine)

  prevCircle = null

  for (let x = 200; x < 560; x += 40)

  {

    let fixed = false

    if(!prevCircle)

    {

      fixed = true

    }

    otherCircle = new Circle(x, 100, 10, fixed)
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Challenges

1. Change the shape

2. Have the last one static as well


    circles.push(otherCircle)

    if (prevCircle)

    {

      let options = {

        bodyA: otherCircle.body,

        bodyB: prevCircle.body,

        length: 30,

        stiffness: 0.4

      }

      constraint = Constraint.create(options)

      World.add(world, constraint)

    }

    prevCircle = otherCircle

  }

}

function draw()

{

  background(220)

  for (let i = 0; i < circles.length-1; i++)

  {

    line(circles[i].body.position.x, circles[i].body.position.y, 
circles[i+1].body.position.x, circles[i+1].body.position.y)

  }

  for (let i = 0; i < circles.length; i++)

  {

    circles[i].show()

  }

}
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Stringing them together



Attaching mouse 
Unit #4 attaching a mouse


Introduction


In this section we will learn how to attach a mouse to an object (body) so 
we can manipulate it.  
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Having a mouse grab and release, so starting with the previous sketch

1. Start by adding a canvas object in setup()

2. Use the elt property of that canvas object to the mouse constraint

3. Call it canvas mouse to avoid confusion with the options

4. Add it into the world

5. Need change the pixel ratio if you are on a high density display


Games 8.4.1 using elt

sketch.js

let Engine = Matter.Engine

let World = Matter.World

let Bodies = Matter.Bodies

let Runner = Matter.Runner

let Constraint = Matter.Constraint

let MouseConstraint = Matter.MouseConstraint

let Mouse = Matter.Mouse

let engine

let world

let circles = []

let constraint

let otherCircle

let prevCircle

let mConstraint

function setup()

{

  let canvas = createCanvas(400, 400)

  engine = Engine.create()

  world = engine.world

  Runner.run(engine)

  prevCircle = null

  for (let x = 200; x < 560; x += 40)
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  {

    let fixed = false

    if(!prevCircle)

    {

      fixed = true

    }

    otherCircle = new Circle(x, 100, 10, fixed)

    circles.push(otherCircle)

    if (prevCircle)

    {

      let options = {

        bodyA: otherCircle.body,

        bodyB: prevCircle.body,

        length: 30,

        stiffness: 0.4

      }

      constraint = Constraint.create(options)

      World.add(world, constraint)

    }

    prevCircle = otherCircle

  }

  let canvasMouse = Mouse.create(canvas.elt)

  canvasMouse.pixelRatio = pixelDensity()

  let options = {

    mouse: canvasMouse

  }

  mConstraint = MouseConstraint.create(engine, options)

  World.add(world, mConstraint)

}

function draw()

{

  background(220)
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  for (let i = 0; i < circles.length-1; i++)

  {

    line(circles[i].body.position.x, circles[i].body.position.y, 
circles[i+1].body.position.x, circles[i+1].body.position.y)

  }

  for (let i = 0; i < circles.length; i++)

  {

    circles[i].show()

  }

}
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Shows which one has been attached to the mouse by turning it blue, it will 
also be attached to the mouse pointer as you click on it. 


Games 8.4.2 attaching to the mouse

sketch.js

let Engine = Matter.Engine

let World = Matter.World

let Bodies = Matter.Bodies

let Runner = Matter.Runner

let Constraint = Matter.Constraint

let MouseConstraint = Matter.MouseConstraint

let Mouse = Matter.Mouse

let engine

let world

let circles = []

let constraint

let otherCircle

let prevCircle

let mConstraint

function setup()

{

  let canvas = createCanvas(400, 400)

  engine = Engine.create()

  world = engine.world

  Runner.run(engine)

  prevCircle = null

  for (let x = 200; x < 560; x += 40)

  {

    let fixed = false

    if(!prevCircle)

    {
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      fixed = true

    }

    otherCircle = new Circle(x, 100, 10, fixed)

    circles.push(otherCircle)

    if (prevCircle)

    {

      let options = {

        bodyA: otherCircle.body,

        bodyB: prevCircle.body,

        length: 30,

        stiffness: 0.4

      }

      constraint = Constraint.create(options)

      World.add(world, constraint)

    }

    prevCircle = otherCircle

  }

  let canvasMouse = Mouse.create(canvas.elt)

  canvasMouse.pixelRatio = pixelDensity()

  let options = {

    mouse: canvasMouse

  }

  mConstraint = MouseConstraint.create(engine, options)

  World.add(world, mConstraint)

}

function draw()

{

  background(220)

  for (let i = 0; i < circles.length-1; i++)

  {

    line(circles[i].body.position.x, circles[i].body.position.y, 
circles[i+1].body.position.x, circles[i+1].body.position.y)
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Notes

You can do it with any circle not just the last one  

  }

  for (let i = 0; i < circles.length; i++)

  {

    circles[i].show()

  }

  if (mConstraint.body)

  {

    let pos = mConstraint.body.position

    fill(0, 0, 255)

    circle(pos.x, pos.y, 20)

  }

}
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Attached to the mouse and turns blue



Daw a line from the mouse to the attached particle


Games 8.4.3 drawing line to mouse

sketch.js

let Engine = Matter.Engine

let World = Matter.World

let Bodies = Matter.Bodies

let Runner = Matter.Runner

let Constraint = Matter.Constraint

let MouseConstraint = Matter.MouseConstraint

let Mouse = Matter.Mouse

let engine

let world

let circles = []

let constraint

let otherCircle

let prevCircle

let mConstraint

function setup()

{

  let canvas = createCanvas(400, 400)

  engine = Engine.create()

  world = engine.world

  Runner.run(engine)

  prevCircle = null

  for (let x = 200; x < 560; x += 40)

  {

    let fixed = false

    if(!prevCircle)

    {
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      fixed = true

    }

    otherCircle = new Circle(x, 100, 10, fixed)

    circles.push(otherCircle)

    if (prevCircle)

    {

      let options = {

        bodyA: otherCircle.body,

        bodyB: prevCircle.body,

        length: 30,

        stiffness: 0.4

      }

      constraint = Constraint.create(options)

      World.add(world, constraint)

    }

    prevCircle = otherCircle

  }

  let canvasMouse = Mouse.create(canvas.elt)

  canvasMouse.pixelRatio = pixelDensity()

  let options = {

    mouse: canvasMouse

  }

  mConstraint = MouseConstraint.create(engine, options)

  World.add(world, mConstraint)

}

function draw()

{

  background(220)

  for (let i = 0; i < circles.length-1; i++)

  {

    line(circles[i].body.position.x, circles[i].body.position.y, 
circles[i+1].body.position.x, circles[i+1].body.position.y)
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  }

  for (let i = 0; i < circles.length; i++)

  {

    circles[i].show()

  }

  if (mConstraint.body)

  {

    let pos = mConstraint.body.position

    let m = mConstraint.mouse.position

    line(pos.x, pos.y, m.x, m.y)

    fill(0, 0, 255)

    circle(pos.x, pos.y, 20)

  }

}
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Attaching the line to point clicked on rather than the centre of the circle 
using pointB


Games 8.4.4 the point clicked

sketch.js

let Engine = Matter.Engine

let World = Matter.World

let Bodies = Matter.Bodies

let Runner = Matter.Runner

let Constraint = Matter.Constraint

let MouseConstraint = Matter.MouseConstraint

let Mouse = Matter.Mouse

let engine

let world

let circles = []

let constraint

let otherCircle

let prevCircle

let mConstraint

function setup()

{

  let canvas = createCanvas(400, 400)

  engine = Engine.create()

  world = engine.world

  Runner.run(engine)

  prevCircle = null

  for (let x = 200; x < 560; x += 40)

  {

    let fixed = false

    if(!prevCircle)
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    {

      fixed = true

    }

    otherCircle = new Circle(x, 100, 10, fixed)

    circles.push(otherCircle)

    if (prevCircle)

    {

      let options = {

        bodyA: otherCircle.body,

        bodyB: prevCircle.body,

        length: 30,

        stiffness: 0.4

      }

      constraint = Constraint.create(options)

      World.add(world, constraint)

    }

    prevCircle = otherCircle

  }

  let canvasMouse = Mouse.create(canvas.elt)

  canvasMouse.pixelRatio = pixelDensity()

  let options = {

    mouse: canvasMouse

  }

  mConstraint = MouseConstraint.create(engine, options)

  World.add(world, mConstraint)

}

function draw()

{

  background(220)

  for (let i = 0; i < circles.length-1; i++)

  {
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    line(circles[i].body.position.x, circles[i].body.position.y, 
circles[i+1].body.position.x, circles[i+1].body.position.y)

  }

  for (let i = 0; i < circles.length; i++)

  {

    circles[i].show()

  }

  if (mConstraint.body)

  {

    let pos = mConstraint.body.position

    let offset = mConstraint.constraint.pointB

    let m = mConstraint.mouse.position

    line(pos.x + offset.x, pos.y + offset.y, m.x, m.y)

    fill(0, 0, 255)

    circle(pos.x, pos.y, 20)

  }

}
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